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PART V

PHILOSOPHY AND SYNTAX

A. ON THE FORM OF THE SENTENCES
BELONGING TO THE LOGIC OF SCIENCE

$ 72, Pnrr,osopnv RrprecrD By rHE Locrc
or Scrrwce

The questions dealt with in any theoretical field-and similarly
the corresponding sentences and assertions-can be roughly
divided into object-questions and logical questions, (This differentia-
tion has no claim to exactitude; it only serves as a preliminary to
the following non-formal and inexact discussion.) By object-
questions are to be understood those that have to do with the
objects of the domain under consideration, such as inquiries re-
garding their properties and relations. The logical questions, on
the other hand, do not refer directly to the objects, but to sen-
tences, terms, theories, and so on, which themselves refer to the
objects. (Logical questions may be concerned either with the
meaning and'content-of the sentences, terms, etc,, or only with the
form of these; of this we shall say more later.) In a certain sense,
of course, logical questions are also object-questions, since they
refer to certain objects-namely, to terms, sentences, and so on-
that is to say, to objects of logic. When, however, we are talking of
a nonJogical, proper object-domain, the differentiation between
object-questions and logical questions is quite clear. For instance,
in the domain of zoology, the object-questions are concerned with
the properties of animals, the relations of animals to one another
and to other objects, etc.; the logical questions, on the other hand,
are concerned with the sentences of zoology and the logical con-
nections between them, the logical character of the definitions
occurring in that science, the logical character of the theories and
hypotheses which may be, or have actually been, advanced, and
so on,

According to traditional usage, the name'philosophy' serves
as a collective designation for inquiries of very different kinds,
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, Object-questions as well as logical questions are to be found
amongst these inquiries. The object-questions are in part con-
cerned with supposititious objects which are not to be found in the
object-domains of the sciences (for instance, the thing-in-itself,
the absolute, the transcendental, the objective idea, the ultimate
cause of the world, non-being, and such things as values, absolute
norms, the categorical imperative, and so on); this is especially
the case in that branch of philosophy usually known as meta-
physics. On the other hand, the object-questions orf philosophy
are also concerned with things which likewise occ6r in the em- ,
pirical sciences (such as mankind, society, language, histoqy,
economics, nature, space and time, causality, etc.); this is especlJ
ally the case in those branches that are called natural philosophy,
the philosophy of history, the philosophy of language, and so on.
The logical questions occur principally in logic (including applied
logic), and also in the so-called theory of knowledge (or epistemo-
logy), where they are, however, for the most part, entangled with
psychological questions. The problems of the so-called philo-
sophical foundations of the various sciences (such as physics,
biology, psychology, and history) include both object-questions
una tirgicat questions. /
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questions and psychologiclrl oncs. Vcry oltc:lr t l tcr frrrtnttl;tt iott rt l ' lr

quest ion does not make i t  c lear whcthcr i t  is  i r r tcrr t l t : t l  r ts: t  l tsyr ' l t ' r -
logical or a logical otre, and ilr this way i l groilt t lclt l  ol 'colt lttsitttt

arises.] The remailring questions, that is, in ordirl:rry tcrttt ittolrgy,

questions of logic, of the theory of knowlcdgc (or cpistt:rttokrgy), of

natural philosophy, of the philosophy of history, ctc:., arc sotl lt:-

t imes designated by those who regard rnetaphysics as unscicntif ic

as questions of scientific philosophy. As usually formtrlated, thcsc

questions are in part logical questions, but in part also object-

questions which refer to the objects of the special sciences. Fhilo-

sophical questions, however, according to the view of philosophers,

are supposed to examine such objects as are also investigated by

the special sciences from quite a different standpoint, namely,

fro;:n the purely philosophical one. As opposed to this, we shall

here maintain that all these remaining philosophical questions are

logical questions. Even the supposititious object-questions are

logical questions in a misleading guise. The supposed peculiarly

philosophical point of view from which the objects of science are

to be investigated proves to be illusory, just as, previously, the

supposed peculiarly philosophical realm of ol.rjects proper to meta-

physics. disappeared under analysis. Apart from thc questions of

the individual sciences, only the questions of the logical rrnalysis of

science, of its sentences' terms, conccPts, theorics, ctc', ill'c left as

genuine scientif ic questions. We shall call this ctlnrplcx ol' <1ttt:s-

tions the logic of science. [We shall not here employ thc c:xPressiotr

'theoryof science'; if i t is to be used at all, i t is tnorc appropriatc

to the wider doma,i^1f*questions which, in addition to thc logic

of science, includes aGo the empirical investigatiorl of scientific

activity, such as historical, sociological, and, above all, psycho-

logical inquiries.]
According to this view, then, once philosophy is purified of all

unscientific elements, only the logic of science remains' In the

majority of philosophical investigations, however, a sharp division

into scientific and unscientific elements is quite impossiblc' For

this reason we prefer to say: the logic of scicnce tahes the place of the

ineutricable tangle of problems zohich is hnozon as philosophy . wlrether,

on this view, it is desirable to apply the term 'philosophl" e1

'scientific philosophy' to this remainder, is a question of ex-

pedience which cannot be decided here. It must be taken into

'Ihe logical analysis of philosophical problems shows them to
vary greatly in character. As regards thoSe object-questions whose
objects do not occur in the exact sciences, critical analysis has re-
vealed that they are pseudo-problems. The supposititious sen-
tences of metaphysics, of the philosophy of values, of ethics (in so
far as it ie treated as a normative discipline and not as a psycho-
sociological investigation of facts) are pseudo-sentences; they have
no logical content, but are only expressions of feeling which in
their turn stimulate feelings and volitional tendencies on the part
ofthe hearer. In the other departments ofphilosophy the psycho-
logical questions must first of all be eliminated; these belong to
psychology, which is one of the empirical sciences, and are to be
handled by it with the aid of its empirical methods. [By this, of
course, no veto is put upon the discussion of psychological ques-
tions within the domain of logical investigation; everyone is at
liberty to combine his questions in the way which seems to him
most fruitful. It is only intended as a warning against the dis-
regard of the difference between proper logical (or epistemological)
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consideration that the word 'philosophy' is already heavily
burdened, and that it is largely applied (particularly in the German
language) to speculative metaphysical discussions. The designation
'theory of knowledge' (or'epistemology') is a more neutral one,
but even this appears not to be quite unobjectionable, since it mis-
leadingly suggests a resemblance between the problems of our
logic of scibnce and the problems of traditional epistemology; the
latter, however, are always permeated by pseudo-concepts and
pseudo-questions, and frequently in such a way/that their dis-
entanglement is impossible.

The view that, as soon as clainrs to scientific qualificationFate
made, all that remains of philosophy is the logic of science, cannot
be established here and will not be assumed in h'hat follows. In
this part of the book we propose to examine the character of the
sentences of the logic of science, and to show thatlthey are syn-
tactical sentences. For anyone who shares withXs the anti-
metaphysical standpoint it will thereby be shown that all philo-
sophical problems which have any meaning belong to syntax. The
following investigations concerning the logic of ecience as syntax
are not, however, dependent upon an adheience to this view:
those who do not subscribe to it can formulate our results simply
as a statement that the problems of that part of philosophy which
is neither metaphysical nor concerned with values and norms are
syntactical.

Anti-metaphyiical views have often been put forward in the past,
especially by Hume and the Positivists. The more exact thesis that
philosophy can be nothing other than a logical analysis of scientific
concepts and sentences (in other words, what we shall call the logic
of science) is represented in particular by Wittgenstein and the
Vienna Circle, and has been both established in detail and in-
vestigated in all its consequences by them; see Schlick fMetaphysikf,
fWendel, fPositioisrnusl; Frank fKausalgesetzl; Hahn lWiss.
Weltau.ff.l; Neurath fWiss. Weltauff.], fWegeh Carnap fMeta-
physihl; further bibliographical references are given by Neurath
fWiss. Weltauff.] and in Erhenntnis, I, 315 ff. Neurath is definitely
opposed to the continued use of the expressions 'philosophy',
'scientific philosophy', 'natural philosophy ', ' theory of knowledge',
etc,

The term 'logic of science' will be understood by us in a very wide
sense, namely, as meaning the domain of all the questions which are
usually designated as pure and applied logic, as the logical analysis
of the special sciences or of scjence as a whole, as epistemology, as
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problems of foundations, and the like (in so far as these questions
are free from metaphysics and from all reference to norms, values,
transcendentals, etc.). To give a concrete illustration we assign the
following investigations (with very few exceptions) to the logic of
science : the works of Russell, Hilbert, Brouwer, and their pupils, the
works of the Warsaw logicians, of the Harvard logicians, of Reichen-
bach's Circle, of the Vienna Circie centring around S,chlick, the
majority of the works cited in the bibliography of this book (and
others by the same authors), the articles in the journals Erkenntnis
and Philosophy of Scimce, the books in the collections " Schriften
zur wissenschaftlichen Weltauffassung " (edited by Schlick and
Frank), "Einheitswissenschaft" (edited by Neurath), and finally
the works mentioned in the following bibliographies: Erkenntnis,
r, 315 ff. (general), 335 ff. (Polish logicians); rr, r5r ff. (foundations
of mathematics), r89 f. (causality and probability); v, r85 ff.
(!eneral), r95 fr. (American authors), r99 ff. (Polish authors), 4o9 ff.
(general).

$ Zg. THn Locrc oF ScIENcE IS THE SvNrex
OF THE LEUCUECN OF SCIENCE

In what follows we ghall er(amine the nature of the questions of
the logic of science in the wide senee, including, as already indi-
cate( the eo-called philosophical problems concerning thc founda-
tions of the ind.ividtral sciences, and we shall show that these
questions are questions of syntax. In order to do this, it must first
be shown that the object-questions which occur in the logic of
science (for exaglrle, questions concerning numbers, things, time
and space, th#elations between the psychical and the physical,
etc.) are only pseudo-object-questisls-i.s. questions which, be-
cause of a misleading formulation, appear to refer to objects while
actually they refer to.sentences, terms, theories, and the like-and
are, accordingly, in reality, logical questions. And secondly, it
must be shown that all logical questions are capable of formal
presentation, and can, consequently, be formulated as syntactical
questions. According to the usual view, all logical investigation
comprises two parts: a formal inquiry which is concerned only
with the order and syntactical kind of the linguistic expressions,
and an inquiry of a material character, which has to do not merely
with the formal design but, over and above that, with questions of
meaning and sense. Thus the general opinion is that the formal
problems constitute, at the most, only a small section of the domain
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of logical problems. As opposed to this, our discussion of general
syntax has already shown that the formal method, if carried far
enough, embraces all logical problems, even the so-called pro-
blems of content or sense (in so far as these are genuinely logical
and not psychological in character). Accordingly, when we say
that the logic of science is nothing more than the syntax of the
language of science, we do not mean to suggest that only a certain
number of the problems of what has hitherto bepn called the logic
of science (as they appear, for example, in the'works previously
mentioned) should be regarded as true problems of the legic of
science. The view we intend to advance here is rather that "all

problems of the current logic of science, 
", 

.ooo{, they are
exactly formulated, are seen to be syntactical problems.

ItwasWittgensteinwho firstexhibited the close connection bcg#een
the logic of science (or "philosophy", as he calls it) and syntax. In
particular, he made clear the formal nature of logic and emphasized
the fact that the rules and proofs of syntax should have no reference
to the meaning of symbols (lTractatusl, pp. Sz, 56, and 164),
Further, he has shown that the so-called sentences of metaphysics
and ofethics are pseudo-sentences. According to him philosophy is
"critique of language" (op. cit. p, 6z), its business is "the logical
clarification of ideas" (p, Z6), of the sentences and concepts of
science (natural science), that is, in our terminology, the logic of
science. Wittgenstein's view is represented, and has been further,
developed, by the Vienna Circle, and in this part of the book I owe
a great deal to his ideas. If I am right, the position here maintained
is in general agreement with his, but goes beyond it in certain im-
portant rcspects, In what follows my view will sometimes be con-
trasted with his, but this is done only for the sake of greater clarity,
and our agreement on important fundamental questions must not
therefore be overlooked.

There are two points especially on which the view here presented
differs from that of Wittgenstein, and specifically from his negative
theses, The first of these theses (op. cit, p.78) states: '( Propositions
cannot represent the logical form: this mirrors itself in the proposi-
tions. That which mirrors itself in language, language cannot repre-
sent. That which expresses itsef in language, we cannot express by
language.. . . If two propositions contradict one another, this is
shown by their structure; similarly, if one follows from another, etc.
What can be shown cannotbe said.. . , It would be as senseless to
ascribe a formal property to a proposition as to deny it the formal
property." In other words: There are no sentences about the forms
of sentences ; thereis no expressiblesyntax. In oppositionto thisview,
our construction of syntax has shown that it can be correctly formu-
lated and that syntactical sentences do exist. It is just as possible to
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construct sentences about the forms of linguistic expressions, and
therefore about sentences, as it is to construct sentences about the
geometrical forms of geometrical structures, In the first place, there
are the analytic sentences of pure syntax, which can be applied to thc
forms and relations of form of linguistic expressions (analogous to
the analytic sentences of arithmetical geometry, which can be ap-
plied to the relations of form of the abstract geornetrical structures);
and in the second place, the synthetic physical sentences of de-
scriptive syntax, which are concerned with the forms of the linguistic
expressions as physical structures (analogous to the synthetic em-
pirical sentences of physical geometry, see $ z5). Thus syntax is
exactly fonnulable in the samc way as geometry is.

Wittgenstein's second negative thesis states that the logic of
science (" philosophy ") cannot be formulated. (For him, this tlresis
iloes not coincide with the first, since he does not consider the logic
of science and syntax to be identical; see below.) " Philosophy is not
a theory, but an activity. A philosophical work consists essentially
of elucidatione. The result of philosophy is not a number of 'philo-
sophical propositions,' but to make propositions clear" (p. Z6).
Consistently Wittgenstein applies this view to his own work. also;
at the end he says: " My propositions are elucidatory in this way: he
who understands me finally recognizes them as senseless, when he
has climbed out through them, on them, over them. (He must, so to
speal, throw away the ladder, after he has climbed up on it.) He
must surmount these propositions; then he sees the world rightly.
Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent" (p. t88).
According to this, the investigations of the logic of science contain
no sentences, but merely more or less vague explanations which the
reader must subse.quently recognize as pseudo-sentences and
abandon. Such a1L{nterpretation of the logic of science is certainly
very unsatisfactftL lRamsey first raised objections .to Wittgen-
stein's conception of philosophy as nonsense, but important non-
sense ([Fozndationsf, p, 263), and then Neurath, in particular,
(lSoziol. Phys.l, pp. 39S f . and fPsychol.f , p. zg) definitely rejected it. ]
When in what follows it is shown that the logic of science is syntax,
it is at the same time shown that the logic of science can be formu-
lated, and formulated not in senseless, if practically indispensable,
pseudo-sentences, but in perfectly correct sentences. The difrerence
of opinion here indicated is not merely theoretical; it has an im-
portant influence on the practical form of philosophical investiga-
tions. Wittgenstein considers that the only difference between the
sentences of the speculative metaphysician and those of his own and
other researches into the logic of science is that the sentences of the
logic of science-which he calls philosophical elucidations-in spite
of their theoretical lack of sense, exert, practically, an important
psychololical influence upon the philosophical investigator, which
the properly metaphysical sentences do not, or, at least, not in the
ssme way. Thus there is only a difference of degree, and that a very
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vague one. The fact that Wittgenstein does not believe in the possi-
bility of the exact formulaiion of the sentences of the logic of science
has as its consequence that he does not demand any ocientific
exactitude in his own formulations, and that he draws no sharp line
of demarcation between the formulations of the logic of science and
those of metaphysics. In the following discuseion we shall Bee that
translatability into the formal mode of speech-that i0, into syn-
tactical sentences-is the criterion which separates the propcr sen-
tences of the logic of science from the other philosophical ecntences
-we may call thbm metaphysical. In somc of hic forynulrtiona,
Wittgenstein has clearly overstepped thie b<lundary; thir conac-
quence of his belief in the two negativc theecs is psychologicsllv
quite understandable.

In spite of thie differcnce of opinion, I ogreo with Wittgonrtcin
that there are no speciol centenccs of thc logic of rciencc (or philo-
sophy). The scntencee of the logic of rcicnco arc formulotc+-as
syntactical scntenceo about tho lrngurgc of rcienccl but no new
domain in nddit ion to thot of rcionco i trcl f  iE thcreby created. The
sentcncei of ryntlx nro in prrt lontcnccr of orithmctic, and in part
ientcncei of phyricr, and thoy arc only callcd syntactical because
thty rro conccrnod with linguiotic constructions, or, more speci-
f lcnl ly, wit lr  their formnl structurc. Syntax, pure and descript ive, is
ttottrilrg rnorc thnn thc mnthcmatics and physics of language.

Wittgcnrtcin soys of, the rules of logical syntax (see above) that
thcy must be formulated without any reference to sense or meaning.
According to our view the same thing holds also for the sentences
of the logic of science. But Wittgenstein, as it appears, thinks that
theee scntenccs (the so-called philosophical elucidations) go beyond
the formal and refer to the sense of the sentences and terms. Schlick
(fWendel p. 8) interprets Wittgenstein's position as follows: philo-
sophy " is that activity by which the meaning of propositions is estab-
lished or discovered"; it is a question of "what the propositions
actually mean The content, soul, and spirit of science naqrrally con-
sist in what is ultimately rneant by its sentences I the philosophical
activity of rendering significant is thus the alpha and omega of all
scientific knowledge".

$ Z +. Pseuoo-Orlrcr-SENTENcEs
1./ti . 1 ,''e ;rl'' .,l,ir clistinguished (in an inexact manner) between

oblt:;ct-s<:ntcnces and logical sentences. We will now contrast in-
stead (at first also in an inexact manner) the two domains of objeet-
sentences and, syntactical sentences, only those logical sentences
which are concerned with form being here taken into account and
included in the second domain. Now there is an intermediate field
between these two domains. To this intermediate field we will
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assign the sentences which are formulated as though they refer
(cither partially or exclusively) to objects, while in reality they
rcfcr to eyntactical forms, and, specifically, to the forms of the
designatiohe of thoee objects with which they appear to deal. Thus
thcse gentences are syntactical sentences in virtue of their con-
tent, though they arc disguised as object-sentences. We will call
them pseudo-object-senlences. If we attempt to represent in a
formal way the distinction which is here informally and inexactly
irldicated, we shall see that these pseudo-object-sentences are
silnply quasi-syntactical sentences of the matcrial mode of spcech
(in the sense already formally defined, see $ 64).

L To tlris middle territory belong many of the questions and een-
fences relating to the investigation of what are called philosophical
foundations. We will take a simple example. Let ue suppose that
in a philosophical discussion about the concept of number we
want to point out that there is an essential difference between
numbers and (physical) things, and thereby to give a warning
against pseudo-questions c.oncerning the place, weight, and so on
of nurnbers. Such a warning will probably be formulated as a
sentence of, say, the following kind: " Five is not a thing but a
number" (61). Apparently this sentence expresses a property of
the number five, like the sentence " Five is not an even but an odd
number" (GJ. In reality, however, 61 is not concerned with the
number five, but with the word 'five'; this is shown by the formu-
lation 6s which is equipollent to Gr: "'Five' is not a thing-word
but a number-word." WHfrt, is a proper object-sentence, G, is
a pseudo-object-sentet{ce; 61 is a quasi-syntactical sentence
(material mode of speech), and 6s is the correlated syntactical
sentence (formal mode of speech).

We have here left out of account those logical sentences which
assert something about the meaning, content, or sense of sentences
or linguistic expressions of any domain. These also are pseudo-
object-sentences. Let us consider as an example the following
sentence, 61 : "Yesterday's lecture was about Babylon." Gr ap-
pears to assert something about Babylon, since the name ' Babylon'
occurs in it. In reality, however, 61 says nothing about the town
Babylon, but merely something about yesterday's lecture and the
word 'Babylon'. This is easily shown by the following non-formal
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Babylon it does not matter whether 61 is true or false' Further'

tt 
"i6, 

is only a pseudo-object-sentence is clear from the circum-

stance^that d, 
""" 

be translated into the following sentence of

(descriptive) .yrrt"*t "In yesterday's lecture either"the word
; B"bylorr' or an exPression synonymous with the word ' Babylon'

occurred " (62).

Accordingly, we distinguish three ki'nils of sentences: 
,

we have already shown. Even if the syntax-language S, is a sub_
Ianguage of S, it is, of course, both possible and necessary to dis-
tinguish between a sentence 6r, of S, (which may also belong to
Sr), and a syntactical sentence 6r, concerning 61, which belongs to
S, and therefore also to 51. For simplicity's sake, we will formulate
the criterion of the material mode of speech for the simplest sen_
tential form only (and further, for the sake of.brevity and clarity,
we will formulate it for a symbolic Bentence) (see $ 64). Let 6, be
'P (a)\; 61 is called quasi-syntactrcal in respect of ,a', if there exists

naterial mode of specch. 'Q' is called a syntactical predicate corre_
lated to the quasi-syntactical predicate ,p'1 and €, is called a syn_
tbctical sentence correlated to the quasi-syntactical sentence gr.
In the translation ftom the matcrial to the formal mode of ,prrri,
6, is tratulated into 6s.

in 6, of the word 'Babylon' is parallel to that property which is
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r, Obiect-sentences

Examples: " 5 is
a prime number"l
" Babylon was a big
town t ' ;  "  l iong are
mammalg"'

z. Pseudo-obiect'
ssnlen6ss = quasi-

syntactical sentences

Material mode of
sPeech

Exarriples: " Five is
not a thing, but a
number "; " BabYlon
was treated of in
yesterday's lecture."
(" Five is a number-
word " is an examPle
belonging to the au-
tonymous mode of
speech.)

3, Syntactical
sentences r

Fonnal *oil|of
sPeech

Examples l "' Five'
is not a thing-word,
but a number-word";
" the word 'Babylon'
occurred in Yes-
terday's lecture"l
t r t4.  

-A'  is  a con-
tradictory sentence. "
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asserted in 6, of the town of Babylon ; for if, and only if, ycntcrtluy'u

lecture was concerned with a ccrtairt  object, t l i t l  t  t lcsigrrrt l  iott  ol '

that object occur in the lecturc. ' I 'hc cri tcr ion of thc rrtr t tcr ir t l  t t tor lc

of speech is l ikewise fulf i l led ft l r  thc scl l tclr(r(1 6, ol ' t l rc exrtt t t ;r le

concerning ' f ivc' ;  for i l t ,  antl  only i f  ,  t l rc 1tt 'opclty exlt tctr l t t ' t l

in 6r-that of bcing not a thing l l t t t  t t  t t t t l t tbcl '  l rekrl tgn lr t  l ' tol l lc

object (for instance, tu t l tc nttrt t l tcr ( ivc) t f trcs t l tc )1rlopclty cx-

pressed in 6r- thnt  of  bcirrg not rr  t l r i r rg-wort l  l r r t t  t r  t t r t r t t l rct-

word--belong trr a clcsigrr i t t iott  of t l r i tr  ol l . icct ( irr  t l re cxutl tPlqJB)

the word 'f ive').

$ ZS. SttN' l r t ru<'us , \ t tou' l '  Mt inNlNc

In this nt:r:t ion, wc slrull r 'orrsirlcr vnrittus hinds of sentences of

thc rnllr:r ' irr l rrrorlc ri l '  xpcct' l t, t:spccially those kinds which occur
t'rcrlrrcntly irr plri l ,rnophirrrrl t l iscussious. On the basis of these in-
vcrrl i ; lrt iorrs rvc slrrrl l  hc lrcttor: able to diagnose the material mode
ol xpcct' lr irr srrlrscrlttcrtt cirses. F'urther, by this means the whole
clurr.r:tt:r of philosophical problems wil l become clearer to us. The
obscurity with regard to this charactep is chiefly due to the de-
ccption and self-deception induced by the application of the
rnaterial mode of speech. The disguise of the material mode of
spccch conceals the fact that the so-called problems of philo-
sophical foundations are nothing rnore than questions of the logic
of science conctlrning the sentences and sentential connections of
tire language of science, and also the further fact that the questions
of the logic of science are formal-that is to say, syntactical-
questions. The true situation is revealed by the translation of the
sentences of the material mode of speech, which are really quasi-
syntactical sentences, into the correlated syntactical sentences and
thus into the formal mode. We do not mean by this that the
material mode of speech should be entirely eliminated. Since it is
in general use and often easier to understand, it may well be re-
tained in its place. But it is a good thing to be conscious of its use,
so as to avoid the obscurities and pseudo-problems which other-
wise easily result from it.

In a sentence 6, of the material mode of speech, the illusion that
a genuine object-sentence is present is most easily dissipated if 6,
belongs in part to the syntax-language Sr, but contains at the same

t i r r r t r  r ' lcrncrr ts ol  S,  wlr ic l r  tkr  not  l lc long to Sr.  [Not al l  scntcnces

o[ ' l l r in hirr t l  i r re *crr tcnct 's ol  t l t t :  r t t i t l t : r i i t l  t r tot lc of  spccch. I ior

cxutt tp le,  l l tc  t tct t tct tcc " ' l ' l rc  l l l r ivr : r 's i ty r t l '  l i rc i , l r t r r 'g bcars the

irrnt : r iPt iorr  ' t l rc l l r r t l r  wi l l  r r r r rkc yol l  l r t ' t :  " '  is  t r r l t  l t  t l tuts i -syn-

t : r r : t i r :n l  B(:nt( : l l ( j ( :  l r r t t  r t  s i tn l r lc  s( :nt( : r t ( :c ol  t l r ls t : r ipLivc:  syrr t l rx, ]

l isPcci l l ly  i rn lx) t ' tu l r t  l tcrr : : t rc t l ) ( )s i ( :  r i ( ' r l t ( : l r ( ' t 's  lv l r ic : l t  oxpross t r  rc-

lat ion of  t lcs igul t ion,  t l r i r t  is  t ( )  t i i ly ,  t l tosc i t t  tv l r ich ol tc of  thc

, fo l lowing exprcssions occurs:  ' t rc i t ts ol ' ' ,  'spcal ts i t l lout ' ,  ' t l lo i t t ts ' ,

\s igni f ies ' , 'names' , ' is  i l  narnc f i r r ' , ' t lcs i l3t t i t t t :s ' ,  r rnt I  t l rc l i l<e,

We shall now give a series of such sclttenccs corrccrning mcanin.q,

iagd, qlong with them, the correlated syntactical sentences. 'fhc

Yrst of these examples has already been discussed. [It is, of course,

of no importance whether or not the sentences in the examples ale

true. ]

J
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Formal mode of speech

(the correlated syntactical
sentences)

r b, In yesterday's lecture the
word 'Babylon' (or a synony-
mous designation) occupred.

zb. The word 'daystar '  is
synonymous with'sun'.

3b. 6, is equipol lent to the
sentence 'The moon is spheri-
cal . '

Material mode of speech

- (quasi-syntactical
sentences)

r a. Yesterday's lecture treated
of Babylon.

z a. The word 'daystar' desig-
nates (or means; or: is a name
/oz) the sun.

3a. The sentcnce 6, qleans
(or: asserls; or: has the cAlf ient;
or: has tl:,e mcaning) that the
moon is spherical.

+a. The word ' luna' in thc
Latin language designates thc
moon,

5 a. The sentence '  . . .  '  of the
Chinese language means that the
moon is spherical.

ab. There is an equipol lent
exprcssional  t ranslat ion of  the
Lat in into thc Engl ish language
in which the word 'moon'  is  the
correlate of  the word ' luna' .

5b. 'I'here is an equipollent
sentential translation of the
Chinese into the English lan-
guage in which the sentence
'The moon is spher ical '  is  the
correlate of  the sentence '  . . .  ' .

The following examples, 6 and 7, show how the difference be-
tween the meaning of an expression and the object designated by the
expression can be formally represented. [This difference is em-
phasized by the phenomentrlogists, but explained only in a psycho-
logical, not in the logical, sense.l

r9
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84, The sent€nceo 61 and 9s

have the same mcaning.
qa, €1 ond 91 hrvo r dif '

lorent meanin! but thcy ttl,r(tont
(orl  r lorcribo) tho r lmo fnct,

rza. This letter es about t]l'e
son of Mr. Miller.

r3a. The exPression ' le che-

val de M' designates (or: means)
the horse of M.

r4a, The expression'un 616-
phant bleu' means a blue ele-
phant.

PART V. PHILOSOPHY AND SYNTAX

6a. The expressions 'merle' | 6!' 'Merle' and 'blackbird'
and 'blackbird' have the same I are L-synonymous'
meaning (or: mean the same; or:

have the same intmional object).'*7r.-;-et."ingstar'and'-nii#^' 
I z o' . 'Evening 

star' and

in j ,iu, ; hurr" u iifi"r"nt.n""rring, | ' morni"g ,tt": 
- 

ut-l 
T::::I"-

itlt they dt tignate the same object' I onyrnous' but P-synonymous'

[Wiih .".p""t to a symbofi-c-(!=) language, 
'f".3b"::.:tJt1"J::

S 6. 61 and 6s are L'equi'
nollcnt.' 

oD. 9r rnd 61 arc not L'
oqulpollcnt but P-oquiPollcnt.

lWit lr  lmpcct t( t  0 iymlnl ic langurgo:-80' '€1 r 91 '  l r  rnelyt ic '

, )Al  'g,  = er ' in not an; lyt ic but l ' 'v l l id, ]

roa. ' lhc scntcnccr of ari th'  I  loD' ' Ihe rontoncoa of ori th'

rnct ic state (orl  exprcss) certain I  mcticarecomporedof numcrical

properties oi ttu*L"te and,cer- | expreosions and onc- or mony-

iain rclations between numbers' I termed numerical predicatee
I combined in such and euch a waY'

t7 a, Aparticular sentenceof i - 
rrD' A particular sentence of

ph;il; ririrt itt" 
"o"dition 

of a I nhrsics consists of a descriptive

Ipi,l.i p"i", at a given time. | 
-ntiai""t". and s1-111;11nnoral
co-ordinates as arguments.

The following examples 12a' 13at and t4a appear at first to be of

the same hind as ta and 4a' Actually, however, they demonsuate

o"tti""i"tiv clearly the danger of error which is involved in the use

bf the material mode of sPeech.
tzb. In this letter a sentence

Fr (!IJ occurs in which [1 is the

description 'the son of Mr'
Miller'.

136. There is an equiPollent
expressional translation from the
French into the English lan'

euaee inwhich'the horse of M'is
;he;orrelate of'le cheval de M 

"r4D. (Analogous to r3D.)

$75. seNrnncEs ABour MEANTNG 29r

I-et us assume that Mr. Miller has no son; even in this case the
sentence 12 a may still be true ; the letter will then merely be telling
a lie. Now, from the true sentence tza, according to the ordinary
logical rules of inference, a false sentence can be derived. In order
to make the derivation more exact, we will use a symbolism in place
of the word-language. Instead of 'this letter' we will write , b'; in-
stead of 'b is about a' we will write 'FI (b, a) ' ; and instead of . the son
of a' we will write 'Son'a' (descriptional in R.ussell's symbolism,
see $ l8c). Hence for tza wil l  be writ ten: 'FI(b, Son'Mil ler) '
(Gt), According to a well-known theorem of logistics (see my

Qletstih), $ 7 c: L 7.z), f.rom a sentence Fr (Urg) in which a descrip-
ttorl occurs as argument, a sentence is derivable which asserts that
there exists something which has the descriptional property.

TAccordingly, from 6, would be derivable '(f x) (Son(x,Miller))'
VGJ; or,'in words: " a son of Mr. Miller exists ". This, however, isa

false eentence. Similarly the possibly false sentence " There is a
horse of M " ia derivable from r3 a, and the false sentence " there is
a blue elephant" from r4a, On the othcr hand, by the usual rules
no fulsc acntences can be derived from the sentences r z 6, r 3 6, and
r4D of the formal rnode of spcech. These examples ghow that the
ure of the motcriol mndc of specch leads to contrndictions if the
motlrotlr of irrtblenco which nre correct fol: other Bentenccg are
thoughtleauly uscd alro in txrnncr:t iorr with i t .  [ I t  cnnnot bc main-
tr incd t:hat thc formulatirrns rzat I3 a, nnd r4a arc irrcorrect, or that
tho ure <>f the moteriul nrtxk: of apecch leads nccesusri ly to contra-
dictiona; for, ufter all, tho word-langrrrrgc is not borrnd by thc rules
of logietir:e, If, thcreforc, onc wiuhcs to admit thc material modc bf
epeech, one must apply to it a uystern of tules which is not only more
complicated than that of logistics but is also more complicated than
that which gove-gns the rest of the sentences of the word-language.]

ry
Sorue senten&s contain a relation of meaning which is to some

extent concealed. lVith sentences of this kind it is not obvious, at
first sight, that they belong to rhe material mode of speech. The
most important exarnples of this are the sentences which use the
so-ealled indirect or oblique mode of speech (that is to say, sen-
tences which say something about a spokerg thought, or written
sentence, but razhich do so not by a $I:atement of the original word-
ing but instead by rneano of a 'that', 'whether' ' , or other'w.., '
sentence, or o.[ a subordinate sentence vsithout a connective word,
or of an infinitive with 'to'). In the foliowing examples , rS a and
r6a, the formulations r5D and 166 show that the sentences in
which the indirect mode of speech occurs are of the sarne kind as
the examples previously d,iscussed, and hence also belong to the
material mode of speech.
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L Material mode of sPeech Il. Formal mode
of speech

r. Sentences in in-
direct speech

rSa, Charles said
(wrote, thought) Peter
was coming tomorrow
(or; that Peter was
coming tomorrow).

t6 a. Charles said
where Peter is.

z. Sentmces about
meaning

r 5 6. Charles said
a sentence which
means that Peter is
coming tomorrow.

r6 D. Charles said
a sentence which
states where Peter ie.

r 5 c. Charles said
the sentence 'Peter is
comingtomorrow'(or:
a sentencs of which
this is a conbequence),

16 c. Charles said
a sentence of ttrg
form'Pcter is - '#
which a spatial deeig-
nation takes the place
of tho dash.

The use of the indircct mode of epeech ie admittedly ehort and
convenient; llut it containe the same dangers as the other sentences
of thc materinl mode. For instance, sentence 15 d, as contrasted
with scnterrce r5c, gives the false impression that it is concerned
with lteter, while in reality it is only concerned with Charles aird
with the word'Peter'. When the direct mode of speech is used,
this danger does not occur. For instance, the sentence: " Charles
says'Peter is coming tomorrow"'does not belong to the material
mode of speech: it is a sentence of descriptive syntax. The direct
mode of speech is the ordinary form used in the wordJanguage for
the forinal syntactical mode. (On the construction of the syn-
tactical designation of an expression with the help of inverted
commas, see $ 4r.)

The examples so far given suffice to show that, with certain
formulations in the material mode of speech, there is the danger of
obscurity or of contradictions. It is true that in such simple cases
as these the danger is easy to avoid. But in less obvious cases of
essentially the same kind, especially in philosophy, the application
of the material mode of speech has time and again led to incon-
sistencies and confusions.

$ 26. UNrvnnsel Wonos

We will call a predicate of which every full sentence is an ana-
lytic sentence a uniztercal predicate, or, if it is a word in the word-
language, a universal word. [For every genus of predicates a uni-

$ 76, uNlvrnsAl woR.Ds 293

Eaarnples of uniztersal words : ,thing', , object ', , property',
'relation t, t fact t, 'condition', 'process t, , event r, , action r, ,rp"ti"l
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point', 'spatial relation', 'space' (system of spatial pnints con-
nected by spatial relations), 'temporal poirlt', 'tcmporal rclalion',
'time' (system of temporal points conneCtccl try tr:rrrporal rclir-
t ions); 'number ' ,  ' integer ' ( in I  ancl  IX), ' real  ntrrnbcr ' '  ( i i r  surr t tc
systems), n function', 'aggregate' (or 'class'); 'cxprconior.r ' ( irr n
language of pure syntax); and many othcrs.

We all use such universal words in <xrr writ ingn irr :rlrnoHt cvcly
sentence, especially in the logic of scicncc. ' l 'hrrt t lrc rrre rtrf l lrenc
words is necessary is,  howevcr,  orr ly t l r r r :  to t l rc r lcf ic icrrr : icAol ' t l rc
word- languages, i ,e.  to thcir  inrr t lcr l r r r te ryntut ' t i r : l l  r lnr( : tu lc.
Every language cun bc t tntr t t forrucr l  i r r  st t t : l r  u wny ( l rut  r r r r ivet 'nul
words no longcr occrtr  i r t  i t ,  r t r r r l  t l r iu wi t l rorr t  urry nl t ' r i l icc c i thcr of
expressivcncss or ('or r('ireneu'1.

We will now <lirt ingrrinlr /rprr nalhrxls o.[ nnphryiry; universal
wordn (wi l lurrr t  r r rukirrg urr  exnt ' t  nnt l  lorrnal  t l i l [ercnt iat iorr) ,  The.
ncconrl rrretlrorl irrvolvcr t lrc lnirtctinl nrodc of speech, and wil l be
rlerrlt witlr lulcr. ' l ' lrtr Jirst uetlnd has to do with genuine object-
Henlcn('ur. l lcrc a universal word serves to point out the-$yn-
tlcticll gcnus of another expression. In some cases the syntactical
gcnus of the other expression is already univocally determined by
its form alone; the special indication of it by means of the added
universal word is then only of use in rnaking it more promirrent,
as an aid to the comprehension ofthe reader, In other cases, how-
ever, the addition of the universal word is necessary, since without
it the other expression would be ambiguous" Xn all these cases of
the first way of using it, the universal word is, so to speak, de-
pendent; it is an auxiliary grammatical symbol added to another
expression, something like an index.

Examples: r. "By means of the process of crystail ization...."
Since crystallization belongs without any ambiguity to the genus of
the processes, one might simply say : " By means of crystallization. . . . "
Flere the universal rvord 'process' only serves to point out the genus
to which the word 'crysrallization' belongs. Similarly in the fol-
lowing examples: z. "The condit ion of fat igue.., ." 3. "The num-
ber f ive. . , . t '

In the following sentences the universal word is necessary fbr
univocality. It can be rendered superfluous by the use of a suffix
( '  7'  and' 7. ')  ol by introducing various expl ici t  expressions in place
of theambiguous one. 4a."The integer 7. . . . "  4h.  "The rcal  r rurr-
ber 7. . . .  "  5a. " ' l fhe condit ion of fr iendship. .  .  ."  S b. " Thc rclat ion
of fr iendship... ."

$76. trNrvrnsAt, woRDS .y5

In the word-language universal words are especially needed as
uuxiliary symhols for tsariablcs, that is, in ttrc formulation of uni-
vereal artd cxietcntial Bcntcnccs, for the purpo$c of showing from
which gcnus thc eubetitution-valrrt:s are to bc taken. The word-
lnnguage cnlployn ls var ia l ) lc$ w<lrds ( 'a ' , 'Bornc' , 'evcry ' , 'a l l ' ,
'any', ond so on) to which no particular genus is corrclatccl as their
rcttlm of vlhre$, If, au in ll$ulrl in the symllolic languages, dillerent

1 kinclo of varinblcu wcrc usccl for tl'rc diflerent genera of substitution-
'vnlrrcs, the nddition of a universrl word would be superfluous.
Ar:corclingly, the univcrsal worcl hcre serves to some extcnt as an
irlclex to a variable, which ir-lclicates the genus of its substitution-
values.

Exantples : We will contrast the formulations of the word-language
with those of the symbolic language of logistics. 6 a. " If any num-

Wittgenstein ITractatuslp.S4says : " So thevariablename 'x'is the
proper sign of the pseudo-concept object, Whercver the word 'ob-
ject '( ' thing', 'enti ty ' ,  etc.) is r ightlyused, i t  is expressed in logical
symbolism by the variable name.. . . Wherever it is used otherwise,
i.e, as a proper concept-word, there arise senseless pseudo-proposi-
tions. . . . The same holds of the words 'complex', 'fact', 'f,unction',
'number f , etc. They all signify formal concepts and are presented in
logical symbolism by variables, not by functions or classes (as Frege
and Russell thought). Expressions like ' r is a number', 'there is only
one number nought', and all like them are senseless." Here the
correct view is taken that the universal words designate formal (in
our terminology: syntactical) concepts (or, more exactly: are not
syntactical but quasi-syntactican predicates) and that in the tnansla-
tion into a s1'rnbolic language they are translated into variables (or,
again more exactly: they determine the kind of variables by which
the words'a' ,  'every',  and so on, are translated; i t  is only the kind
of variables that is determined, and not their design; in the
examples given above, 'y '  or 'z 'can equally well  be taken instead
of 'x ') .  On the other hand, I  do not share Wittgcnstein's opinion
that this method of cmploying the universal words is thc only ad-
missible one. Wc shall scc lirter that, prcciscly in tlre rnost irnp()rtant
cases, therc is anothcr method of usc in which thc urr ivcrsal word is
employcd independently (" as u propcr concept-rvord"). There i t  is
a question of sentences of thc matcrial modc of spccch which are to
be translated into syntactical scntcnces. Sentenccs of this kind with
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a universal word are held by Wittgenstein) be nonsense, because
he does not consider the correct formulatiod of syntactical sentences
tobepossible.  

\  ,  t .
The use of unioersal wor^ in questions'in connection wiih one of

the w...  interrogatives ( 'what' ,  'who',  'where',  'which',  etc.)
is akin to their use in universal and e4istential sentences. Here
also, in tra:rslation. into a symbolic lan{uage, the universal word
determines the choice of the kind of variable. A yes-or-no ques-
tion demands either the afirmation or the denial of a certain sen-
lence 6r, that is to say, the assertion of either 6, or 

- 6r.

lExample: The question "Is the table round?,' requires us to
assert in answer either: "the table is round" or:, , the table is not
round."l  As contrasted with this, a w.,,  question demande in
reference to a certain eentential function the ossertion of a cloaed
full sentence (or sentcntial framcwork). In a eymbolic quertion,
the genua of the argumcnts requeatcd ie determined !y the kind of
the argument variables. In the word-languages $lfs genus is in-
dicated by means either of a specific w... interro=g\ive (such as
'who', 'where',  'when') or of an unspecif ic w...  interrogative
(such as 'what', 'which') with an auxiliary universal word. Hence
here also the universal word is, so to speak, an index to a variable.

Examples: r, Suppose I want to ask someone to make an assertion
of the form " Charles was - in Berlin ", where a time-detemination
of which I am ignorant but which I rvish to learn from the assertion
is to take the place of the dash. Now the question must indicate by
some means that the missing expression is to be a time-determina-
tion. If symbols are used this can be effected by giving a sentential
function in which in the place of the argument a variable , !,, which
is established as a temporal variable, occurs. [To symbolize the
question, the variable whose argument is requested must be bound
by means of a question-operator, e.g. ' ( ? t) (Charles was t in Berlin) ,.1

In the word-language the kind of argument requested is made known
either by means of the specific question-word'when' (,,When was
Charles in Berlin ? ") or by means of the universal word , time' or
'temporal point' attached to an unspecific question-word (,,At
what time was Charles in Berlin ? ").

z. I wish to ask someone to make me an assertion of the form
" Charles is - of Peter", where a relation-word is to take the place
of the dash ( ' father' ,  ' f r iend',  ' teacher' ,  or the l ike). The symbolic
formulation of this question,. by means of the relational variable . R',
is: '( ? R) (R (Charles, Peter))'. Its formulation in the word-language
by means of the addition of the universal word , relation' to an
unspecific question-word is: " What relation is there between
Charles and Peter ? "

$ 77. uNrrnset. woRDs rN MATERTAL MoDE oF spEEcH 2g7

5ZZ. UNrvrnser, Wonps rN rHE Mnrnnrel,
Mooe oF SpEEcH

In the first use of the universal word, which we have up to now
been discussing, it appears as an auxiliary symbol determining the
genus of another expression; it was found that, if in place of this
other expression a symbol indicating its own genus was introduced,
then the universal word could be dispensed with. As opposed
to this, in the second use the uniztersal word appears as an inde-
pmdent e*pression, which in the simplesl form occupies the place
ofthe predicate in the sentence in question. Sentences ofthis kind
belong to the material mode of speech; for a universal word is here
I quesi-syntactical predicate; the correlated syntactical predicate
is that which designates the appertaining expressional genus.

lExanplc:'numb€r' is a universal word because it belongs ana-
lytically to all the objects of a genue of objects, namely, that of the
nu6bers i the correlated syntactical predicate is 'numerical ex-
pression' (or 'number-word'), since this applies to all expressions
which designate a number. The sentence " Five is a number " is a
quasi-syntactical sentence ofthe material mode ofspeech; a corre-
lated syntactical sentence is " ' Five' is a number-word ". ]

S entenc es witli unioer s al

utords

(Material mode of speech)
17 a. The moon is a thing ; five

is not a thing, but a nurnber.

Syntactical sentences

(Formal mode of speech)
176. 'Moon' is a th ing-word

(thing-name) I 'five' is not a
thing-word, but a number-word.

In t7a, as contrasted with sentences like "the thing moon.,.",
"the number f ive.,.",  the universal words'thing' and'number' are
independent.

18a. Apropertyisnot athing. I  r8D. An adjective (property-

I word) is not a thing-word.

That the formulation r8a is open to objection is shown by the
following consideration. r8a violates the ordinary rule of types.
This comes out particularly clearly when an attempt is made tb
formulate it symbolically, either by means of '(F)(Prop(f")c -
Thing(F)) '  or by means of ' (rc) (Prop(r)c -Thing(x)) ' ;  in the
f i rst  case, 'Thing(F) ' ,  and in the second case'Prop(r) ' ,  is  incon-
sistent with the rule of types. Therefore, if r8a is admitted as a
sentence (it makes no difference whether true or false), by the usual
syntax of logistics Russell's antinomy can be constructed. If this is
to be avoided, special complicated syntactical rules are necessary.


